Daily Schedule
GSEM 790: DMin Project Seminar
Chaplaincy Cohort
(April 11-18)

Day 1—Thursday: Static to Missional

**DUE:** Book journals and reading reports (Graff, Osmer, Acts, & DMin Project Writing Manual)

- **8:00 am** Biblical Reflection: Acts 1-2
- **8:30** Introduction to the Basics
- **10:00** Break
- **10:15** Experiential Learning and the DMin Project
- **11:15** Project Coach, Advisor, and Second Reader
- **12:00 pm** Lunch
- **1:30** Writing Your Vita
- **2:00** Writing the Description of the Ministry Context
- **3:00** Break
- **3:15** Ministry Context Lab / Individual Coaching
- **4:45** Static to Missional: Ministry Structures and Practice
- **5:30** Dismiss for Day

Day 2—Friday: Problems and Prospects

**DUE:** Description of the Ministry Context, Vita

- **8:00 am** Biblical Reflection: Acts 3-6
- **8:30** Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
- **10:00** Break
- **10:15** Forming the Statement of the Problem
- **11:30** Writing the Statement of the Task
- **11:45** Defining the Delimitations
- **12:00 pm** Lunch
- **1:30** Problems and Tasks Lab / Individual Coaching
- **3:00** Break
- **3:15** Problems and Tasks Lab / Individual Coaching
- **4:30** Problems and Prospects: Pragmatic Thinking
- **5:30** Dismiss for Day
Day 3—Monday: Outside Opportunities

**DUE:** Statement of the Problem, Statement of the Task, Delimitations

8:00 am  Biblical Reflection: Acts 7-9
8:30     Hearing the Conversation: Literature Review
10:00    Break
10:15    Turabian (Author-Date) Citation and Referencing Style
12:00 pm Lunch
1:30     Introduction to Library Resources and Endnote
3:00     Break
3:15     Joining the Conversation: Academic Writing
4:30     Andrews University Formatting
5:30     Dismiss for Day

Day 4—Tuesday: Theology in Context

**DUE:** Reference List

8:00 am  Biblical Reflection: Acts 10-15
8:30     Theological Thinking
9:30     Finding Your Basic Theology of Ministry
10:00    Break
10:15    Theology of Chaplain Ministry
12:00 pm Lunch
1:30     Introduction to Field Research Tools
3:00     Break
3:15     Writing the Description of the Project Process
4:45     Theology in Context: Making Theology Practical
5:30     Dismiss for Day

Day 5—Wednesday: Making Space for the New

**DUE:** Description of the Project Process

8:00 am  Biblical Reflection: Acts 16-20
8:30     Writing the Project Document Outline
10:00    Break
10:15    Writing the Title
11:15    Current Barriers to Ministry
12:00 pm Lunch
1:30     Salvation Trajectory and the DMin Project
3:00    Break
3:15    Peer Review of Project Proposals / Individual Coaching
5:30    Dismiss for Day

**Day 6—Thursday: Sustained Mission**

**DUE:** Project Document Outline, Title Page

8:00 am    Biblical Reflection: Acts 21-28
8:30        Project Process Schedule
10:00       Break
10:15       Leading Organically for Change
12:00 pm    Lunch
1:30        Collecting the Gains
3:00        Conclude Seminar